Brief

Connecting
your remote
workforce with
HP printing
solutions
Businesses are rethinking IT
strategies and accelerating their
digital transformation plans.
The workforce is increasingly remote, and supporting
work wherever it happens is a growing priority. More and
more, your time and attention has turned to building and
maintaining systems to help an evolving mix of remote
and onsite workers stay productive and secure. The
demands are many, from basic printing to leveraging the
power of the cloud to keeping ahead of evolving threats
to your network.
HP’s broad portfolio gives you a variety of options to
equip your workforce with devices that meet their
productivity needs while allowing you to easily manage
and help maintain control for compliance.
Printers fuel remote worker eﬃciency
82% of ITDMs purchasing printers for a
remote workforce agree printers help
employees work more eﬃciently[1]
Security risks are rising
70% of enterprises agree the dramatic
rise in remote working is increasing the
risk that security management and
processes may be compromised[1]

As a global technology and services provider, HP is
acutely aware of your printing and imaging requirements
and its ability to transform your business into an adaptive
workplace built for the future. Where work happens has
changed. What hasn’t changed is the need for business to
move forward, we’re here to help.

Smart print strategies for the changing IT landscape
The new normal for businesses of all sizes is here, as employees return to oﬃces, work-from home, and attempt
to maintain business momentum.
Deﬁning and implementing work-from-home strategies are now among the top priorities of businesses today, as
business leaders balance the acceleration of digital transformation with the needs of a distributed employee base.
Globally, 75% of Enterprise organizations agree that their approach to print strategy needs to change, accelerating
eﬀorts on digitizing workﬂows — but as needs evolve, there are a few key questions they should consider:

Risk and Compliance
• Does your business need securely managed printed
documents?
• Which devices need to connect to the company
network via a secure connection?
• Does a remote worker’s home equipment need
“hardening” to support sensitive work or data?

Workﬂow
• Do remote workers need digital workﬂow applications
and solutions to help manage sensitive documents or
the need to scan and manage the cloud?
• Would users beneﬁt from being able to view and print
directly from the web?

The right device

Connectivity
• Do users need options for wireless printing, printing to
the cloud, or document management?
• Do users need cloud connection and network access?

• Do users need access to the network via their printer?
• Do some employees need print only vs. others who might
need multifunction capabilities such as scanning, copying,
and faxing in a single device?
• Do your remote workers need a smaller device?
Are there dimensions or weight restrictions to their
WFH space?

As a Service
• How will supplies or other consumables be
managed for remote workers with regard tosubscription, reimbursement, self-service portal,
and manual ordering?
• Can your current MPS contract easily meet your
ﬂexible workforce strategies?
• Is your current MPS contract able to easily
accommodate your diverse print requirements
beyond the shared oﬃce?

HP has a range of products, services,
and solutions to minimize disruptions
and maximize productivity as you
implement your plans.
Contact your Client Manager to
further explore these options.

1. COVID-19 Commercial WFH Print Pulse, May 2020.
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